We wish to make the following changes to the published article \[[@B1-ijerph-12-13413]\], agreed upon by all authors: Julia Baudart-Lenfant has been added as co-author. The corrected author list should therefore read: Stefania Marcheggiani, Emilo D'Ugo, Camilla Puccinelli, Roberto Giuseppetti, Anna Maria D'Angelo, Claudio Orlando Gualerzi, Roberto Spurio, Linda K. Medlin, Delphine Guillebault, Julia Baudart-Lenfant, Wilfried Weigel, Karim Helmi and Laura Mancini Author contributions are corrected accordingly:

Author Contributions Stefania Marcheggiani and Laura Mancini participated in the design of the experiments, writing of the manuscript and in the discussion of results. Stefania Marcheggiani performed most of the experiments, and the interpretation of data with the scientific support of Delphine Guillebault, Julia BaudartLenfant and Linda K. Medlin, Roberto Spurio and Camilla Puccinelli provided scientific support to interpretation of diatom results. Emilo D'Ugo planned and performed the viral analysis. Roberto Giuseppetti carried out the water sampling. Anna Maria D'Angelo provided technical support for microbiological analysis. Karim Helmi provided the water concentration protocols. Wilfried Weigel provided scientific support for microarrays experiments. Claudio Orlando Gualerzi was responsible for coordination of sampling activities and management of data exchange.

All authors have read and approved the final manuscript. The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused to readers by these changes

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
